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December 1, 1978

RECEIVEDTO: All National Off:Lcers ~ 41978Resident, Full & Part Time

MPI..S. DIV. A,P~W.U.
On November 29, we obtal ecd an official copu of the

implementation critenia and the jurisdictienel doterminetions
involved in the dispute bct;a~en the Clerk Craft and the !~iail
Handler Craft. This documcJ2~resulted fron the craft aqroement
of the Mail Handlers and t7~eU. S. Postal Service and in no way
represents concurrence by the A?WU.

We have requested a Step 4 grievance discussion on
this release as a necessaru prelude to eariL~ arhi tra tics.

The Mail Handlers Union, as the only Union party to them
document, has already issued copies of these instructions to
their field officers, Tn a number of Inst lla’Licn:; aeqnussive
local mci j. hanóler officers are demar?dincj imm?din te i;’inle~cr -L a

We call our specific attention to Item No, 3, and the
first page of tfls implementation cri. teria wn~ch el early state
that no current duty assignment will be modified an e result
of these instructions unless such duty assiqsmont becomes
vacant through attrition.

We are also sending a copy of this issuance to the Presiäents
of the 300 largest 21PUU locals with n slirilar cover letter.

We invite your reveew of the entire docuwent and uoul d
welcome any comr~entsyou care to make- ahout the prima rt; crnft
desicina ti en We have ~r arei material for est~itre tics contea tinçr
the prinary craft d~signetion for OperatIons 010, 020, 100 end
105 in post oftices.

We have also listed some 60 other iten~s of I easer portent
seeking a favorable reed ution nt Step 4 or in erhi tration

Sincerely sni fraternally,

~ ~22
~ /71 ~

For.ren C If - swy~an/ Di rector

Indus tn ~ I Pci e C inns
Enclosure

FMN/k j
opeiu #2
afl—cio



MAIL PROCESSING WORK ASSIGNMENT GUIDELINES

U, S. Post~]~S(n’vIc~
November ]5, 1978



11/i5/7~3

IMPLEMENTATION CRITERIA

In implementing clerk-mail handler work assignments, no

postal installation shall increase the number of employees

solely as a result of this instruction. Furthermore, all

actions taken relative to implementation must be consistent

with an efficient and effective operation.

1. Four (4) Hours Criteria: If there are four (4) or more

hours of continuous work consisting of one or more work

functions in one or more operations designated to the

same primary craft, the performance of the work should be

assigned to an employee of the primary craft.

2. Where the functions of obtaining empty equipment,

obtaining unprocessedmail, loading ledges and sweeping

are an integral part of the distribution function and

cannot be separated, the entire operation will be assigned

to the primary craft performing the distribution activity.

3. No ernp1oyee~scurrent duty assignment will be modified

by removing functions designated to another primary

craft until and unless such duty assignment becomes

vacant through attrition.



4. Assignment of new or additional work, not previously

existing in the installation, shall be made in

accordance with primary craft designations pursuant

to the criteria set forth above.



11/15/78
POST OFFICE — PRIMARY CRAFT DESIGNT\TTONS

Prirn~1r\’
operation Function Craft

001 P1atf~~rm 1. Accept, classify, and compute Clerk
Acceptance and postage on second- and third—class
Weigher’s Unit mail.

2. Determine correct classification Clerk
of second- and third--class and
all other matter mailed under a
permit, and determine if sufficient
deposit has been made by the mailer
to cover the cost of mailing.

3. Accept pre—cancelled and meter Clerk
inatter mailed in bulk quantities
and verify postage.

4. Accept other classes of mail and Clerk
receipts if necessary.

5. Advise customers as to proper Clerk
• mailing procedures.

6. Naintain records of permit holders, Clerk
deposits, withdrawals and. miscel-
laneous information.

t

7. Make necessary reports and submit Clerk
• to the manager of finance or

equivalent.

010 Originating 1. Transportina empty equipment. Mail Handle
Mail PrepaiatJ~0fl

2. Obtaininq rail (courtesy windows, Mail Hand~c:~
drop units, staging areas, etc.)

3. Open and dump sacks or other Mail Hanci~e:
containers.

4. Cull (separate mail by type, and Mail Hand~c~
make basic local/out of town
splits into trays, hampers, con—
veyors, etc.).

5. Tray loose metered mail, etc. Mail Hand~:

—3—



Prim~-
Operation Functi~on Crr~ft:

010 Originating 6. Face and cancel 1et~erson the Mail Han~1~
Flail Preparation facer canceler (Mark II or
(Continued) equivalent)

7. Cancel letters on Mark II that Mail HandI~:
were rejected on first pass..

8. Hand. cancel, cincel with model G Mail Han~~.
or other devicc~

9. Tray canceled mail for distribution Mail Hand1~
operations.

10. Rate and cancel short paid mail. Clerk

11. Repair damaged letters. Mail Handi~

12~ Examine sacks for mail content. Mail IJancU~

13. Identifying and reporting, as • Clerk
appropriate~ mail not meeting
postal regulations.

14. Back stamping of missent nail, Mail Hand?c~

020 Originating 1. Transporting empty equipment. Mail Hand1~
Meter Mail
Preparation 2~ Prepare originating metered, permit Mail Hanc~i~

imprint, and official penalty mail
received from collection routes,
lobby drop, dock, slides, chutes,
conveyors, and other sources for
distribution.

3. Traying letters and separating Mail HancU~
mail by type into different
containers, separating by local

• and out of town.

4. Reportinq mail with incorrect meter Clerk
dates and rating short paid mail.

5. Identification and handling of Clerk
presorted apd ~iff1e mail.

029 Riffle Mail Distribution of customer sequenced Clerk
rn~ii1 by ZIP Coc~c, ~~to or othorwisã,
which is sorLbd by batches, avoidinq
piece by piece distribuLion, Riffle



Primary
Operation Eunction

029 Riffle Mail mail can be sorted at letter cases,
continued tray packs or pouch racks, depending

on the make up.

030 Combined 1. * Transporting empty equipment. Mail Hand1E~r
Outgoing-.
Incoming Letter
Primary

2. *Obtaining letters from staging Mail Handler
areas for distribution.

3• *Loading ledges. Mail Hand1~r

4, Manual distribution of letter mail. Clerk

* 5. Distribution of NIXIE mail. Clerk

6. *sweeping, Containerizing and Mail Handler
transporting.

7. Identifying and reporting, as Clerk
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

8. ~Pu11ing and dispatching pouches Mail Handler
and/or other containers.

040 outgoing 1. * Transporting empty equipment. Mail Handler
Letter
Secondary 2. *obtaining unprocessed mail. Mail Hand1r~r

3. *Loading ledges. Mail Hand1~

4. Manual distribution of letter Clerk
mail.

5. Distribution of NIXIE mail. ~1erk

*In offices where the tasks of obtaining empty equipment, ohtainincj

unprocessed mail, loading ledges, sweeping and containerizinq is ar
integral part of the distribution function, the entire operation i~
a function of the primary craft performing the distribution.



Operatior~

040 Outgoing
Letter
Secondary
(Continued)

043 State
Distribution-
Letters

Function

6.. *swe~ping

7• *containerizing and transporting~

8. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate,? mail not meeting
postal regulations.

9~. ~?u11ing and dispatching pouches
and/or other containers.

1. *Transportiflg empty equipment.

2. *obtaining unprocessed mail.

3• *Loading ledges.

4. Manual distribution of letter mail.

5. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

6. *sweeping

7, *Containerizing and transporting~

8. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
~osta1 regulations.

9. ~u11ing and dispatching pouches
and/or other containers.

Prima :y

Craft

Mail JIan~ili:

Mail Hanci1~

Clerk

Mail Hand?::

Mail Hand1~r

Mail Handic~::

Mail Handi’~::

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Hanci1~::

Mail Handle::

Clerk

Mail Hanc~1er

044 Sectional
Center Distri-
bution letters

1. *Transporting empty equiprnent~

2. *obtaining unprocessed mail.

3• *Loaaing ledges.

4. Manual distribution of letter mail,

5 *sweeping.

6. *containerizing and transporting.

7, Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

8. DistribuLion of NIXIE Mail.

9~ ~Pu11ing and dispatching pouches
and/or other containers.

page 3 —6—

Mail Hand1~

Mail HandlEIT

Mail Handlcr

Clerk

Mail IIandlE:T

Mail Hand1e~:

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Flaricilc:

*NOtc~~~Soeasterisk,



Operation

045 Non—
Preferential
Distribution-
Letters

5• *sweeping~

6. *Containerization & transporting.

7. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

8. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

9. ~Pu11ing and dispatching pouches

and/or other containers.

1. *Transporting empty equipment.

2. *Culliflg, facing and canceling.

3• *opening and. dumping.

4• *Transporting mail,

5, *Loading ledges.

6. Distribution of priority maiL.

7• *sweeping,

8. *containerizing,

9. *pulling and dispatching pouches
or other containers,

Rating mail matter.

Maintaining current schedules

and schemcs~

12. Handling registry mail.

Mail .Ilandlcr

Mail Hand1~r

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handler

1

2.

St

4.

-Function

* Transporting empty equipment.

*obtaining unprocessed mail.

*Loading ledges.

Manual distribution of letter
mail

Primary

Craft

Mail Handler

Mail Handl2r

Mail Handler

Clerk

050/055
Priority Mail
Distribution

Mail Hand1~:

Mail Hanc11~

Mail Hand1~

Mail Hand1~

Mail Handlc::

Clerk

Mail Hand1o~:

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1~

Clerk

Clerk

Clerk

10.

11.

*Note — Sec asterisk, page 3



ion

050/055
Priority Mail
Distribution

F’unction

13, Maintaining receipt and. dispatch
records.

14~ Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regu1ations~

PrImary
Craft:

Clerk

Clerk

060 Outgoing
Flat Primary

*Transporting empty eQuipment.

2~ *obtaining unprocessed mail,

3~, *Loading ledges,

4~ Manual distribution of flat mai1~

5~ *sweeping,

6. *Containerizing and transporting.

7~ Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regu1ations~

8. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

9~ ~Pu11ing and dispatbhing pouches
and/or other containers,

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1~r

Clerk

Mail Hanc11~r

Mail Handler

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handler

]~ *rransporting empty equiprnent~

2~ *Obtaining unprocessed mail,

3~ *Loadiflg ledges.

4~ Manual distribution of flat mail,

5~ *sweeping~

6~ *containerizing and transporting.

7~ Identifying and reporting, as
• appropriate, mail not meeting

postal regulations.

8. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

9 *p~jflj~g and dispatching pouches

and/or other containers.

*Note - See asterisk, page 3

070 Outgoing
Flat Secondary

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1er~

Mail Handler

Clerk

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Hand1~



074 Sectional
Center Flat
Distribution

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7~

8~

1. *Transportjng empty equipment.

2. *obtaining unprocessedmail.

3. *Loaaing ledges.

4. Manual distribution of fiat mail.

5• *sweeping,

6~ *containerizing and transporting.

7. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

8. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

9~*p~11j~gand dispatching pouches

and/or other containers~

Primary
Craft

Mail Hand1~

Mail Handl?r

Mail Hand1~r

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Hand1~::

Mail Handl?r

Clerk

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1~r

Mail Handl2r

Mail Handler

Clerk

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1c~

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handler

1, *Transporting empty equipment.

2. *obtaining unprocessed flats.

3. *Loaaing ledges.

*Note — See asterisk, page 3

Operation

073 State
Distribution
Flats

Function

*Transporting empty equipment.

*Obtaining unprocessedmail.

*Loading 1edges~

Manual distribution of flat mail.

Distribution of NIXIE mail.

*sweeping,

*Containerization and transporting.

Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

9 *pjjI1j~g and dispatching pouches

and/or other containers.

075 Outgoing
Flat Secondary
Non-
Preferential

Mail Hand1~r

Mail HandI~

Mail fland1~r



Primary
Operation Function Craft

075 Outgoing 4.. Manual distribution of flat mai1~ Clerk
Flat Secondary
Non—Prefererl-- 5. *sweeping. Mail Hand1~r
tial (Corit’d.)

6.’ *Containerization arid transporting~ Mail Hand1e~

7. Identifying and reporting, as appro~ Clerk
priate, mail not meeting postal
regulations.

8. Distribution of NIXIE mail. Clerk

9~ *pi~j.j~g and dispatching pouches Mail Hand1~

and/or other containers.

080-087 MPLSM Machine distribution of all classes Clerk
DistributiOn of letters.

Note: Allied labor required is normally
performed by clerks.

088-089 OCRmachine distribution of all Clerk
Optical classes of letter mail.
Character
Reader Note: See 080-087 note.
Distribution

090-098 SPLSM Machine distribution of all classes Clerk
Distribution of. letters.

Note: See 080-087 note.

100 OutgoJ-flg 1. *Transporting empty equipment, Mail Handler
Parcel

Distribut101~ 2. *Obtaining mail from staging area, Mail Hand1c~r

• 3• *D~ping sacks or containers.- Mail Hand1c~r

4. Manual distribution of Mail Hand1�~
parcel post, without scheme
knowledge.

5. Manual distribution of Clerk
parcel post requiring scheme
knowledge.

6~ *pulling and dispatching sacks or Mail lfandli:r
other containers.

*Note — See asterisk, page 3

10 -



Primary
Operation S • Function Craft

100 Outgoing 7~*containerizing and transporting Mail Handler
Parcel mail to dispatch areas~.
Distribution
(Continued) 8. *llanging sacks and inserting Mail Handle:

labels.

105 Mechanized 1. *Transporting empty equipment~ Mail Handler
Parcel Sorter

• 2. *Obtaining mail frorti staging areas, Mail Hand1e:~

- 3• *D~ping sacks or containers. Mail Handler

4. Distribution of parcel post through Clerk
the use of parcel sorting machines~

5• *pulling and dispatching sacks or Mail Handler

• other containers.
6. *containerizing and transporting Mail Handler

mail to dispatch areas.

• 7. *Handling sacks and inserting Mail Handler

labels.

109 Rewrap 1. Transporting empty equipment. Mail Hand1~

2. Obtaining mail from staging areas, Mail Handle:

3. Assembling contents of damaged Mail Hand1~
• parcels.

4. Operate strapping machines, heat Mail Handler
tunnels and other rewrap mechani-
zation. Reload mechanization with
strapping, film, etc., and provide
routine daily maintenance on

• mechanization.

5. Readdressingparcels. Mail Handler

6. Keeping records as required. Mail Hand1E~r

Note: All of the work pe~forrncdin this
• operation can be considered an

integral function of Operation
100 or 200 and may be assigned
to the craft doing that distribu-
tion,

*Note - See asterisk, page 3
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Operation

110—129 Out-
going SPR
Distribution
Pouch Sack &
Loose Pouch

• Function

1. * Transporting empty equipment.

2 *obtaining mail from staging area,

3. *Du~ping sacks, pouches, or
containers.

4• *rjanging sacks or pouches.

5. 5 *Inserting labels.

6. *cutting bundles and facing
letters and flats.

7. Distribution of outgoing IPP~s,
newspapers, rolls, letter or flat
bundles, slugs, Special Delivery
or Special Handling parcel posts

8. *Pulling sacks, pouches or

containers for dispatch.

9. *contaiflerizing and transporting~

Primary

Craft

Mail Hand1~

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Mail Handle:

Clerk

Mail Hand1’~r

Clerk

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1e~

10. *Operating “strapping” equipment. Mail Handler

134 Sectional
Center
Distribution

1. *Transporting empty equipment.

2. *Obtaining unprocessedmail.

3• *Loading unprocessed mail.

4. Manual distribution of mail.

5• *sweeping. • /

6. *Conta±nerization and transporting.

7. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

8. Identifying and reportinq, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

9• *pifljjj~g and dispatching pouches
and/or other containers.

Mail Hand1~r

Mail Hanc11c~

Mail Hand1c~r

Clerk

Mail Handier

Mail Hand?~r

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handlcr

*Note — See asterisk, page 3
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Operation

150 Incoming
Letter Primary

• Function

1. *Transporting empty equipment,

2. *obtaining mail from staging area,

3, *Loading 1edges~

4., Manual distribution of letter mail.

5• *Sweeping,

6. *Containerizing and transportinq~

7. Distribution of NIXIE mail,

8. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations,

9. *pulling and dispatching pouches
and/or other containers,

Pr Im~

Craft

Mail Hand1~r

Mail I1andic~

Mail Handler

Cl ex~k

Mail Handior

Mail Handler

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handl�r

160 Incoming
Letter
Secondary

1. *Transporting empty equipment,

2. *obtaining mail from staging area.

3• *Load.ing 1edges~

4. Manual distribution of letter mail

5• *sweeping

6. *containerizing and transporting.

7, Distribution of NIXIE mail.

8.. Identifying and reporting, as.
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations,

9~ *pulling and dispatching pouches

and/or other containers.

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Mail Handicr

Clerk

Mail Handlcr

Mail HandlEr

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handler

Note — See asterisk, page 3



Function

1~ *Transporting empty equipment.

2. *obtaining mail from staging areas.

3• *Loading ledges.

4• *Hanging and labeling sacks or

pouches.

5. Manual distribution of mail.

6. Window service incidental to box
section activities.

*pulling and dispatching sacks or

pouches.

8. Distribuiton of NIXIE mail.

9. Identifying and reporting, as appro-
priate, mail not meeting postal
regulations.

*sweeping.

*Transporting empty equipment.

*obtaining flats from staging area.

*Loading ledges.

Manual distribution of flat mail.

*sweepiflg •

~ and transporting.

7. Distribution of NIXIE mail.

8. Identifying and reporting, as
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

9, *pulling and dispatching pouches
• S and/or other containers.

*Note — See asterisk, page 3

Primary

Craft

Nail Handler

Mail FIand1e~

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1~r

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Hand1~r

Clerk

Clerk

Mail Handler

Nail Hand1~

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Clerk

Mail handler

Mail Handler

Operation

168/169 Box
Section
Primary
and Secondary

170 Incoming
Flat Primary

10.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Clerk

Clerk

Nail fland1e~

— i4 —



Primary
Operation Function Craft

175 Incoming 1. *Transporting empty equipment. Mail iIand1~:
Flat Secondary

2. *Obtaining flats from staging area. Mail Handlor

3• *Loading 1edges~ - Nail handle:

4. Distribution of flat mail. Clerk

5• *Sweeping~ • Mail Handler
6. *containerizing and transporting Mail Hanc11~

mail to dispatch areas. S

7. Distribution of NIXIE mail. Clerk

8. Identifying and reporting, as Clerk
appropriate, mail not meeting
postal regulations.

9, *pulling and dispatching pouches Mail Hand1~:
and/or other containers~

180—189 1. *Transporting empty equipment. Mail Handler
Incoming SPR
Distribution1 2. *Obtaining mail from staging areas. Mail Hand1c:~
Opening and
Traying 3. *Dulnping sacks, pouches, or Mail Hand1e:~

containers.

4~ *Hanging and labeling sacks or Mail Hand1e:~

pouches~

5,. Distribution of incoming IPP~s Clerk
newspaper rolls, letter or flat
bundles, Special Delivery or
Special Handling parcel post to
sacks, pouches, or containers,

6~ *Cutting bundles and facing Mail Hand1E~r
letters and flats.

7• *Containerizing and transporting. Mail Handlr

8~ *pulling and dispatching pouches Mail Hand1~
and/or other containers.

*Note — See asterisk, page 3
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OReratiori

200 Incoming
Parcel
Distribution

Function

1. * Transporting empty equipment.

2. *Obtaining mail from staging
area~.

3• *D~ping sacks or containers.

4, *}Ianging and labeling sacks.

5. Manual distribution of parcel post.

•6. *Containerizing and transporting

7• *pulling and dispatching pouches

and/or other containers.

Prirn;i ry

Craft

Mail Hand1�~

Mail Handler

Mail Hanc11e~

Nail Hand1~

Clerk

Mail Hand1~

Mail Hand1~r

210—239
Platform
Operations

i. Transporting empty equipment.

2. Loading and unloading vehicles

3. Separating mixed collection mails.

4. Non-scheme separation of sacks,
pouches or outside parcels for
further processing.

5. Manual sorting of sacks, pouches,
and outside parcels for destination
dispatch requiring scheme knowledge.

6. Nanual separation of sacks, pouches
and out6ide parcels requiring no
scheme knowledge.

7. Mechanized sorting of sacks,
pouches and outside parcels requiring
schemeknowledge.

8. Mechanized sorting of sacks,
pouches, and outside parcels
requiring no schemeknowledge.

9. Operating freight elevators, tow

motors, fork lifts and jacks.

10. Directing traffic.

Mail Handler

Mail Handler

Mail Hand1e:~

Mail Handler

Clerk

Mail Hanc11~:

Clerk

Mail Handlcr

Mail Handler

Mail flandlcr

*Note See asterisk, page 3
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Primary
Operation ?unction Cr~ift

210—239 11~ Transporting mail to and from Nail Ii~nd1~
Platform platform areas.
Operations
(Continued) 12. ~4aking dock connection transfers. Clerk

240—339 Distribution of mail. Clerk
Distribution —Thedesignation of a primary craft
at Stations can be applied to a detached unit
& Branches which performs or supports a mail

processing operation.

549 Sack 1 Examining and segregating empty Mail Hand1~r
Examination bags.

2; Bundling, sacking, tying and Mail Handi~r
labeling empty mail bags.

— 17 —



13UL}~T~AIL CENTERS

Primary Craft D~siynation~

rn ~u1k r~aiiCentors, ~‘:hore~thetasks of transporting e~upty equipment

and ~j1, as well as other ancfllary activities, ~re an integral part

oi? the distribution function and cannot be separated, the entire ooerat ion

is a function of the primary craft performing the distribution.

Function

1. Unload veMcles.

2~ Stage and tra;isport pallets,

3, Dwnpin~ hampers

4, Culling

5~ Minor on—site repairs

6. Vehicle record keeping

7~ t~eighand acceptance

Outbound Docks L Load vehicles

2~ Culling

3. F~o11er table separations

4~ Ten~Jmissent/i~1function

5. Stays and trarsport

containers

6~ Vehicle record keoping

Mail hdnd~er

Mailhandi ci’

Malihandler

t4ai 1 hand!er

Mail handler

Clerk

2p~atis~a
Inbound Docks

PrTha~ryCraft

Mail handler

Mail handler

r~aimand1er

t1ai1har~dier

Ma~1h~nd1er

Clerk

— 18



~C~flt1On Ftmction Prim~ryCraft

Primary parcel Sorting i~ Facing and keying Clerk

2~ Culling at parcel induction Clerk

stattons~

3, Minor on—site repairs/bag Clerk

damage, -

4. Sort foreiqn mail. Clerk

5. Distribution at roller tables Clerk

to sacks/contathers.

6~ Distribution at rn~ssents/ma1-. Clerk

function chutes,

.?.~ Container loader tending rlailhandler

8. bbtaining and moving empty ~4ai1hand1er

equiprnent~

Secondary Parcel 1. Facing and keying Clerk
Sorting

2~ Culling for minor on—site Clerk

repairs. -

3~ Distribution of parcels Clerk

• to sacks/containers,

4. Container loader tending Mailhancller

5. Obtaining and moving empty Mailhandler

equipment~

19



2.

3,

1. Sort, match arid record

keeping

Collect and transport

Culling and trash

screening

PriJn~i.yc~c1ç_

•flail ha;~d1cr

flail handler

~1ai1hand1er

?~ai1handler

Clerk

Mail handler

Mail handler

Clerk

tlai 1 handier

Mailhandler

Mailhandler
I, •~lL_ .11 -i~1 1i’flU I er’

tlailhandler

flailhandlcr

Mail handler

1.

2.

3.

uuuLt.R)U

Sack.sorting keying.

Culling and cn-site repairs.

Tend rnissent/rn~1function

Sack Sorting, Rcwr~p
IPPs and r4on—zIP
Coding

SackShakecut,
Contather Dui~pirig

chutes

4. Rewrap

5. ZiP Coding unzipped mail.

6. Duinp~nghampers, sacks, etc.

7. Culling of irregular parcels.

8 Sorting of irregular parcels.

9. Empty equipment handling

10. Transportsacks/containers
11. Sack ~orter run out tending
1. Sack shakeout

2. Containerdumping

3. Cullingfor non—machinable

mail and damaged parcels.

4. Empty sack processing

Loose in the
Mail

Clerk

Mail handler

Mailhandler

20 —



9~flor~ Ct ion * j~jjna~’jrait

1. NMO sorting ~iai1 hand] or

2. Transporting containers t~ai1hand1cr

and empty equipment,

Outgoing SPR 1. Dumping containers, racks, t’~ai1hand1er
Opening and
Distribution pallets -

2. Culling and bundle repair !~1ai1hand1er

3. Distribute second— and Clerk

third-~c1assto sacksand -

containers,

4. Bnpty equipment handling Mailhandler

5. Transport sacks, containers Mailhandler

pállets.

- 21 -
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